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Abstract
Many two-sided platforms (e.g., eBay, Google, iOS, Android, Twitter, Amazon) provide integration tools, such as modular interfaces, interactive development environments, application programming interfaces (APIs), and help desks to reduce the costs and improve the functionality of third
party content developed for the platform. The need for such investment is increasing with the rise
of major new markets such as the Internet of Things. While crucial to platform success, platform
integration tools are costly to create. We develop an analytic model to explore the key trade-oﬀs
behind investment in integration tools and how that investment interacts with pricing decisions
in a two-sided market. We model these decisions under various scenarios including monopoly and
competitive platforms as well as symmetric and asymmetric platforms. Our results suggest that
the consideration of integration investment can push the market into regimes in which the standard
pricing results from extant platform literature no longer hold, in particular the tendency to reduce
prices to one side of a market in response to increasing benefit of the network to the other side.
Moreover, integration investments must be well-coordinated with developer and consumer pricing
decisions and may have to be revised dynamically as the platform gains traction in the market.
Higher levels of investment into integration become desirable when the platform (1) faces favorable
expectations, (2) has access to a high-quality developer community, and (3) operates in a market
where developers earn a high profit margin creating content that is highly valued by the consumer
market. Finally, we also discuss a number of policy implications of this work.
Subject Classifications: Two-sided markets, Network externality, API, Application Programming
Interface, Developers, Integration, Ecosystem
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Introduction

In the last two decades, many industries have been transformed with the proliferation of two-sided
platforms that bring together consumers and content providers. Platforms are everywhere in the
information exchange and retail space, from shopping sites (e.g. Amazon.com, e-bay) and social
media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) to video-games (e.g., Xbox, Wii) and operating systems (e.g. iOS
and Android). Now they are beginning to embed themselves even more deeply into our lives as
home automation platforms begin to encompass sensors and actuators throughout the household
to automate and control functions like thermostats, lighting, security, and home entertainment.
Eventually, this “internet of things” (IoT) is forecast to extend even to urban functions such as
traﬃc control and garbage collection (Barrie 2015, Shueh 2016), making the importance of platforms
to society ever more pronounced (Evans and Annunziata 2012).
In areas where platforms have gained traction, the ability of a platform to encourage the development of a variety of content (such as games, productivity applications, and videos) and to integrate
that content into a seamless user experience has become crucial in determining a platform’s success.
Thus, it is in the best interest of platform providers to make their platforms attractive and eﬀective
development environments for third party content providers. The problematic experience of mobile
application development for electronic healthcare record platforms, such as EPIC, shows, however,
that such a seamless environment for integrating the content and functionality of third-party developers is not automatic (Lim and Anderson 2016). For example, one digital healthcare entrepreneur
described how his engineers “... tried valiantly to integrate (hack) antiquated databases in order
to get our patient engagement software to speak securely to legacy systems” (Kim 2015). Another
startup CEO said that “Lack of [tools for easy integration] for electronic healthcare records programs is killing mobile-health applications.” (Lim and Anderson 2016). This diﬃculty suggests
that, like any other technical product, platforms must invest resources and time in developing an
environment that promotes the easy integration of third-party content, else their attractiveness to
third-party developers, and ultimately to customers, will be stunted (Anderson and Parker 2013).
In the information exchange space, there are a number of tools to promote such product integration (Anderson, Chandrasekaran, Davis-Blake and Parker 2013), the most obvious examples being
dedicated development environments, self-contained tasks with well-specified interfaces, standards,
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organizational structures (such as help desks), software development kits (SDK), which create
specialized development environments, and application programming interfaces (APIs), which improve platform modularity. Among these tools, APIs have gained significant traction in recent
years (Figure 1). An API is a set of programming instructions for building software applications
for a platform and gaining access to important data streams. Platforms ranging from Amazon and
eBay to Youtube, Twitter, and Netflix have invested in providing powerful and user-friendly APIs
(Kane 2010). Platform providers oﬀer publicly available APIs to reduce third-party developers’
cost of content development, which makes the platform more attractive to the developer community (Benzell, Lagarda and Alstyne 2016). A good API makes the platform more modular by
providing well-defined interfaces for the application to the platform, hence reducing development
costs for the third-party content provider. Furthermore, additional investment in “bullet-proofing”
APIs can make the platform more reliable and provide users a more seamless user experience.
Other integration tools, such as SDKs, also reduce costs to develop superior, well-integrated content by providing essential building blocks and development environments, which further improves
the attractiveness of the platform for the developer community. When the content developers are
on board, consumers are more likely to follow.
Platform investment in integration tools (as shown in Figure 1’s depiction of the growth of
public APIs over time) has been increasing rapidly over time. The need for integration investment
will likely only accelerate with the arrival of IoT platforms. By 2020, as many as 30 billion “things”
are expected to connect to each other over the IoT (IDC 2016). For an IoT platform to generate
the benefits anticipated by industry experts (Reisinger 2015), physical device developers will need a
low cost way to exchange data across the platform as well as give the platform the means to control
these devices. For example a light-switch manufacturer, whose products generally cost less than
two dollars, will need a wifi transmitter and software to hook up to a home IoT platform. It is also
argued that a mature IoT will require common standards within and across literally hundreds to
thousands of device types for communication and connectivity and that translators will be needed
to bridge the gap between legacy devices and the ones designed with IoT in mind (IDC 2016). This
will be expensive on the part of the platform firms. However, the reason they need to do this is
that low margin developers, like the light-switch manufacturer discussed above, cannot aﬀord to
invest in mating up to multiple wifi and software protocol standards. This is where investing in
2

carefully crafted integration tools will be critical. With such tight developer margins, anything the
platform can do to reduce developer costs is of the utmost importance, because an IoT platform
is only be as powerful as the number of third-party sensors and actuators that integrate with the
platform.
It is well known in the product development literature that the development of product integration tools and organizational structures, such as modularity, standards, and help desks, are
expensive, yet of decisive importance for market success (Baldwin and Clark 2000). A notable
example is Jeﬀ Bezos’s famous mandate at Amazon–“All teams will henceforth expose their data
and functionality through service interfaces. All service interfaces, without exception, must be
designed from the ground up to be externalizable. That is to say, the team must plan and design
to be able to expose the interface to developers in the outside world. No exceptions” (Barrie 2011).
Yet, despite these documented, remarkable investments in tools to facilitate third party content
development, we are not aware of a significant body of work in the two-sided platforms literature
that examines the optimal level of investment in integration tools such as APIs, SDKs, standards,
specifications and help desks, nor how to coordinate that investment with pricing decisions. Our
paper leverages the literature on product integration (Iansiti 1998, Anderson and Parker 2013) to
attempt to close this gap. By doing so, we hope to provide a guide to platforms on how to better
coordinate such decisions with other strategic decisions, particularly as platforms move out of the
information exchange and retail industries into newer, less forgiving fields such as healthcare and,
ultimately, the internet of things.
To investigate this crucial integration investment decision at a deeper level, we build a strategic
model to analyze optimal investment into integration tools by two-sided platforms. We first examine decisions made by a monopolist platform by focusing on the interplay between integration tool
investment and pricing decisions. A number of interesting insights emerge from this analysis. One
important observation is that, when integration investment is considered, some standard results
from the two-sided market literature are superseded. For example, a standard result from the twosided market literature is that if the benefit of the platform’s network externalities to one side of the
two-sided market increases, then the price charged to the opposite side should decrease (Parker and
Van Alstyne 2000b, Rochet and Tirole 2003, Parker and Van Alstyne 2005). However, our results
suggest that it may be optimal to increase the developer participation fee when consumer utility
3

Figure 1: Growth of the API Economy–data taken from ProgrammableWeb.com
from content goes up. The reason is that investing in integration tools and reducing the participation fee are partially substitutable actions in terms of attracting developers. When integration
investment is very eﬀective in reducing developers’ fixed costs, the platform provider can increase
both the participation fee and consumer price in response to increasing consumer utility from content, and still have higher participation across developers and consumers. Another departure from
prior results is observed when developers’ profit margins increase. The extant literature suggests
that such an increase would result in a reduction in consumer price. However, our results show that
this relation may not hold in the presence of integration investment. We also point out integration
investment as an additional mechanism that could cause prices to both developers and consumers
to go up simultaneously. For example, if consumer utility from the number of content developers
increases, then it may be optimal for the platform to increase both the developer participation fee
and the consumer price in the presence of integration investment. These observations highlight
the importance of considering the eﬀect of integration investment when making two-sided pricing
decisions. The relation between integration investment and the developer participation fee deserves
particular attention. Even though increasing integration investment and reducing participation fees
may be partially substitutable, there is an important distinction between the two levers: integration investment is a non-rival strategy in the sense that it is a fixed cost that does not increase
no matter how many developers join. In contrast, reducing participation fees is akin to a variable
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cost, since the total impact increases with the number of developers joining the platform. Thus,
the decision to increase integration investment versus to reduce developer participation fees is not
entirely comparable. This paper aims to provide guidance around how to trade these decisions oﬀ,
because not only is the level of integration investment a crucial decision, but it is also a decision
that must be carefully coordinated with pricing decisions in order to obtain its maximum benefit
for both consumers and developers.
Second, we analyze the role of consumer and developer expectations by focusing on the optimal
decisions for a platform that faces unfavorable expectations in the market (such as a start-up
platform, or a platform that enters a new industry). Under unfavorable expectations, which might
result from a lack of widely accepted standards, the market may end up coordinating on the
zero participation “ghost town” equilibrium (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary 2016). Thus
the platform provider has to set the prices on both sides in a manner that will eliminate the zeroparticipation equilibrium. Because a platform under unfavorable expectations finds it more diﬃcult
to secure consumer participation, it lowers the consumer price and developer participation fees as
one would expect. However, we also find, somewhat counterintuitively, that the platform also
invests less in integration functionality. In other words, even though a platform facing unfavorable
expectations would especially benefit from securing developer participation, this does not translate
into a higher investment in integration tool functionality compared to a platform with favorable
expectations. The reason lies in the fact that a platform facing unfavorable expectations obtains
a smaller total surplus from integration investment compared with a platform facing favorable
expectations, mainly because it charges lower prices. As a result, it cannot aﬀord to invest in
integration tools as much as a platform that faces favorable expectations.
The observation that unfavorable expectations forces a platform to invest less in integration
has interesting dynamic implications. Specifically, when starting out, platforms often face less
favorable expectations, which may change over time into more favorable expectations if consumers
begin to believe in the viability of the firm. Hence, a dynamic strategy may be more appropriate for
integration investment decisions, whereby the platform initially engages in a low level of integration
investment and goes on to increase it over time as it builds its reputation.
Third, we analyze how competitive pressures shape the integration investment and the pricing
decisions. We show that when competitive pressures exist, integration investment modifies pricing
5

decisions away from the results of the extant literature to a lesser extent. We also demonstrate
that investing in better capabilities for facilitating third party development may be a significant
success factor for a platform under competition. Specifically, if consumers value content highly and
if integration tools are very eﬀective in reducing developer costs, a platform that is able to create
a more favorable integration environment can capture a larger market share than a platform with
a higher standalone value but lower integration capability. Indeed, as we discuss in Section 4.1,
better integration capabilities played an important role in Facebook’s victory over Myspace, as the
latter had an arcane architecture “hated by the developer community” (Gillette 2011). Based on
our prior discussion of IoT’s dependency on integrating numerous actuators and sensors, we would
expect similar, but perhaps even greater magnitude, eﬀects to play out in the IoT space.
Finally, we extend the base model to include heterogeneity in content quality. We assume there
are two types of developers: high-type developers who create content with higher quality and lowtypes who develop content with lower quality. All else being equal, an increase in the average quality
in the developer market would typically mean that more developers are likely to make a profit, and
thus would be willing to join even with limited availability of integration tools. So, one could argue
that optimal integration investment would be lower if the average quality in the developer market
went up. Yet, we find that higher average developer quality (either because the percentage of hightype developers or the quality of low-types increases) increases platform’s integration investment,
so long as consumers’ utility from content is suﬃciently high. This is due primarily to network
externalities: when the average quality of content is higher, the platform is more attractive to
consumers, resulting in a bigger surplus from integration investment. However, if customers do
not value content suﬃciently, the optimal integration investment decreases with an increase in the
quality of the low-type developers. The reason is that, in this scenario, a higher quality increases
the average cost of the low-type developers without suﬃciently increasing consumer utility. Thus,
the surplus from integration investment goes down.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. In
Section 3, we develop the base model for a monopolist platform and analyze the role consumer
and developer expectations play in integration investment decisions. In Section 4, we consider two
platforms that compete on the basis of their integration investments and pricing decisions. Section 5
extends the base model to incorporate heterogeneity in content quality. Finally, policy implications
6

of the results are discussed in Section 6, along with the limitations of the current analysis and
possible extensions.

2

Literature Review

This paper contributes to the two-sided markets literature by analyzing the strategic choice of
platform investment in integration tools and resources (e.g., APIs, SDKs, technical specification,
help desks etc.) to facilitate third-party content development. The two-sided markets literature
(e.g., Parker and Van Alstyne 2000b, Rochet and Tirole 2003, Parker and Van Alstyne 2005) explores
novel strategies for two-sided platforms that leverage network externalities. In particular, two-sided
markets exhibit a special form of indirect network eﬀects (Katz and Shapiro 1985, Liebowitz and
Margolis 1994) such that the participation on one side of the market depends on the number of users
on the other side. For example, software developers will develop applications only for platforms
that have a suﬃciently broad installed base of users. Likewise, all else being equal, users prefer
platforms that provide a greater variety of software. These cross-side network eﬀects result in novel
strategies that favor, and many times even subsidize, one side of the market in order to attract the
other side (Eisenmann, Parker and Van Alstyne 2006).
The growing literature on two-sided markets has primarily focused on two-sided pricing strategies (Parker and Van Alstyne 2000a, Parker and Van Alstyne 2005, Armstrong 2006, Caillaud
and Jullien 2003, Hagiu 2006, Rochet and Tirole 2003, Rochet and Tirole 2006, Weyl 2010). The
key insight from this body of research is that platforms should charge lower prices to the side
that cares less about the other. Either side of the market may be subsidized depending on the
relative strengths of the cross-side network eﬀects (Parker and Van Alstyne 2000a, Parker and
Van Alstyne 2005, Armstrong 2006, Rochet and Tirole 2006). For example, search engines such
as Google subsidize searchers while charging the advertisers, whereas Operating Systems such as
Windows may subsidize application developers while charging consumers (Eisenmann et al. 2006).
The two-sided pricing strategy also depends on other factors such as the fee structure determined
by the platform (e.g., royalties versus participation fees), the users’ ability to join more than one
platform (Armstrong 2006), and the sequence of participation by the two sides (Hagiu 2006).
There is also a burgeoning stream of research in the two-sided markets literature that focuses
on the use of non-price strategic levers by platforms (e.g., Gawer and Cusumano 2002, Boudreau
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and Hagiu 2008, Parker and Van Alstyne 2013, Eisenmann, Parker and Van Alstyne 2011). For example, Bhargava and Choudhary (2004) analyze the product line design problem of an information
intermediary. Zhu and Iansiti (2011) consider competition between an incumbent and an entrant
on the basis of platform quality and installed base and show that installed base does not necessarily
present barriers to entry. Hagiu and Spulber (2013) analyze the strategic use of first-party content by platform providers as a means to attract buyers to the platform and overcome unfavorable
expectations. In a study that is closer to this paper, Bakos and Katsamakas (2008) analyze a
platform’s investment into increasing the strength of network eﬀects. Although our paper is also
looking at strategic investments to increase user participation, we treat the level of network eﬀects
as exogenous in our model. We instead analyze a platform’s investment into integration tools that
facilitate third party development and thereby increase participation on both sides of the market.
Our paper is most closely related to Anderson, Parker and Tan (2014), who examine the choice
of platform performance (“quality”) level to invest in during a product development cycle. Their
paper incorporates the possible negative eﬀects of high platform performance on developers’ fixed
costs and discuss when it makes sense to curtail performance investment in order to avoid hindering
third party content development. In contrast, we are not concerned with platform performance.
Rather, the goal of this paper is to focus on the choice of direct investments into resources that
facilitate third party development as a tool to increase participation on both sides of the market.
To facilitate this examination, we expand beyond Anderson et al. (2014) by (1) directly considering
investment in platform integration, (2) making developer payments to the platform endogenous,
and (3) considering the impact of consumer and developer expectations upon investment strategy.
Taken together, these departures provide a more comprehensive analysis of platform strategy that
is focused upon the impact of integration investment upon pricing decisions.
Integration tools, whether APIs and other investments in increasing platform modularity, SDKs
and other dedicated information systems, specialized organizational structures, or better specifications etc., all provide a means to facilitate the integration of third-party applications more eﬀectively
into the platform. There is a stream of research that focuses on the issues surrounding integration when “knowledge work” (such as product, process, or software development) is distributed
across multiple organizations (see the review by Anderson and Parker 2013). Coordinating complex knowledge work projects that span organizational boundaries is more diﬃcult than coordi8

nating those that remain within an organization’s boundaries (Parker and Anderson 2002, Sosa,
Eppinger and Rowles 2004, Amaral, Anderson and Parker 2011). The literature on integration suggests that investing in integration tools and capability increases a firm’s overall performance (e.g.
Iansiti 1995a, Iansiti 1995b, Iansiti 1998, Dyer and Singh 1998, Frohlich and Westbrook 2001, Gopal
and Gosain 2010, Anderson and Parker 2013, Davies and Joglekar 2013). However, none of the
papers in this literature focuses on quantifying the optimal amount of investment in these capabilities, nor do they examine these questions in a platform context. We attempt to bridge both gaps
by analyzing how much a platform should optimally invest in integration tools in order to facilitate
the integration of third-party applications.
Providing publicly available integration tools such as APIs is a common way to open a platform
to the developer side (Parker and Van Alstyne 2009), thus the integration investment decision is
a part of the platform’s “openness” strategy. In addition to the vast literature on open-source
software (e.g., Lerner and Tirole 2001, Johnson 2002, Lerner and Tirole 2002, von Hippel and von
Krogh 2003, Lerner and Tirole 2005, Economides and Katsamakas 2006, Lee and Mendelson 2003),
there is a growing stream of research that studies open platforms (Gawer and Cusumano 2002, West
2003, Gawer and Henderson 2007, Boudreau 2010, Eisenmann, Parker and Van Alstyne 2009, Parker
and Van Alstyne 2013). Eisenmann et al. (2009) define openness of a platform as placing no
restrictions on participation, development, or use across the platform’s distinct roles, whether
it involves the developer-side or the end-user side. A firm considering whether or not to open
its platform faces a trade-oﬀ between adoption and appropriability (West 2003). One way to
reconcile this trade-oﬀ is to “partially” open the platform; for example, publicly providing APIs
partially opens a platform’s source code but retains the concept of platform owner (Boudreau and
Hagiu 2011). Parker and Van Alstyne (2013) build one of the few mathematical models that study
the decision to partially open a platform. Specifically, in their dynamic model of platform openness
and innovation, the platform provider chooses the percentage of code base to open and the length
of the period of proprietary developer protection. Our paper is diﬀerent from these studies because
we do not focus on the trade-oﬀ between adoption and appropriability. Instead, we assume that
the platform provider has already decided to grant access to application developers and examine
the optimal level of integration investment to facilitate developer participation.
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3

Monopoly

In this section, we analyze a monopolist platform’s strategic investment in integration tools in coordination with its pricing decisions. In line with the two-sided markets literature (e.g., Armstrong
2006, Hagiu and Spulber 2013, Anderson et al. 2014), we first formulate the utility function for the
consumers and the profit function for the developers. Then, we calculate the participation on both
sides of the market for a given set of platform decisions.

3.1

The Base Model

Following Anderson et al. (2014), we adopt an additive form for the consumer utility function.
Specifically, we divide the value a consumer obtains from purchasing a platform into two additive
components: available content, and the base value of the platform before add-ons (V ). For simplicity, we assume that each developer develops one unit of content; thus the number of developers
that join the platform, ND , is equivalent to the amount of content available on the platform. A
consumer gains a net utility of α from an additional unit of content. In addition, the platform
provides a standalone value V independent from the number of third party developers that join
the platform. For example, a computer game console such as Sony PS3 or PS4 delivers some value
to users through the utility of blu-ray DVD playback even in the absence of applications or games.
The consumer utility function U (ND , p) is thus given by:
U (ND , p) = V + αND − p

(1)

where p is the consumer price. In line with the literature (e.g., Armstrong 2006, Anderson et al.
2014), α is conceived to be inclusive of content price; that is αND is the net benefit from content
availability. We assume that the consumer market is homogenous for analytical tractability.1 Later
we relax this assumption when we study competing platforms.
Content developers are assumed to be profit maximizers. Again following Anderson et al.
(2014), we assume that content developers have local monopolies for their titles and hence each
set price at g; i.e. a developer earns g from each unit of content sold. Without loss of generality,
1

Hagiu and Spulber (2013) make the same assumption on the seller side in their study of first-party content investment. With three decisions to optimize, the monopoly model quickly becomes intractable without this simplifying
assumption and one would have to resort to numerical analysis. Our preliminary analysis shows that if instead we
assume heterogeneous consumers with diﬀerent utility from the standalone value of the platform, we obtain similar
qualitative results in terms of the directionality of the decision variables with respect to the market parameters.
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we assume that consumers purchase every unit of content developed for the platform, though
this assumption can easily be relaxed without directionally aﬀecting the results by assuming each
consumer on average buys a certain fraction of the available content. The platform provider charges
the developers a participation fee of w to join the platform.2 Note that in some cases, w may be
negative indicating a direct subsidy. Content developers incur a development cost, which varies
from developer to developer as a result of diﬀerences in engineering eﬃciency. Specifically, the
fixed cost of development f˜ is assumed to be uniformly distributed on [f − F/2, f + F/2] where
fmin = f − F/2 > 0. To model the eﬀect of platform investment in integration tools (e.g., APIs,
SDKs), we assume that such investment reduces content development cost (in man-hours). Not all
integration tools are equally eﬀective in reducing developers’ costs, though; the benefit depends on
the functionality provided within the tool. Thus, in our model, the platform provider chooses the
integration tool functionality level to invest in. Specifically, for an integration tool functionality
level of x, a developer’s fixed cost is reduced by βx, where β is integration tool eﬀectiveness in cost
reduction.3 Realistically, even the highest possible level of integration tool functionality cannot
completely eliminate the fixed cost of content development. For simplicity, we assume that the cost
reduction benefit βx cannot exceed the minimum possible development cost, fmin . This implies
that integration tool functionality x∗ is bounded above by fmin /β. Consequently, the profit function
of developer i is given by:
πi (NC , x, w) = gNC − w − (fi − βx)

(2)

where NC is the number of consumers that join the platform, and fi is developer i’s fixed cost which
is uniformly distributed on [f − F/2, f + F/2], or equivalently in [fmin , F + fmin ]. We normalize the
opportunity cost of developers to zero. Assuming that there are a total of MD developers in the
developer community, the number of developers that join the platform as a function of consumer
participation and platform decisions (p, w, x) is given by:
ND (NC , w, x) = max{MD (gNC − w − fmin + βx)/F, 0}

(3)

2
In many industries, developers pay a royalty per each transaction instead of or in addition to a participation
fee. Our major results still hold qualitatively if we switched to a framework with royalties. Please see Section 6 for
further details.
3
We assume that all developers obtain the same cost reduction benefit from integration tool functionality, even
though in practice some developers may benefit more from integration tool functionality compared to others. It is
straightforward to extend the current model to a setting where there are two types of developers such that high-types
benefits more from integration investment (i.e. high β) compared to low-types (i.e. low β). Such an extension would
not change the qualitative results and is thus omitted.
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Similarly, assuming there are a total of N potential consumers in the market, the number of
consumers that join the platform as a function of developer participation and platform decisions
(p, w, x) is given by:
NC =

!

if V + αND − p ≥ 0
if V + αND − p < 0

N
0

(4)

The platform provider enjoys two revenue streams: Purchases of the platform by consumers at
price p and the participation fee w charged to each developer that joins the platform. In addition
to the pricing decisions, the platform provider has to decide how much to invest in integration tool
functionality. We assume that it is increasingly costly to provide integration tools that have higher
functionality. Thus, the fixed cost of providing integration tools is a convex increasing function
of integration tool functionality x, specified as kx2 . The platform monopolist chooses price p,
participation fee w, and integration tool functionality level x to maximize its profit given by:
Π(p, w, x) = (p − c)NC + wND − kx2

(5)

where c is the marginal cost of production.
Table 1: Notation
Decision Variables
x
p
w

Integration tool functionality level
Consumer price
Participation fee charged to developers

Model Primitives
α
V
N
g
β
fmin
F
MD
k
c
t

3.2

Consumers’ net utility from an additional unit of content
Standalone value for the platform
Total number of consumers in the market
Developers’ marginal profit per consumer
Fixed cost reduction per unit of integration tool functionality
Minimum possible fixed cost incurred by developers in the absence of integration tools, defined as f − F/2
The range of fixed cost incurred by developers, the fixed cost being uniform in [fmin , F + fmin ]
Total number of developers in the market
Platform’s cost per unit of integration tool functionality squared
Platform’s variable cost of production
Degree of platform diﬀerentiation on the consumer market

Integration Investment Strategy for a Monopolist Platform

The platform provider chooses p such that all consumers join the platform. Assuming an opportunity cost of zero for the consumers and developers, the platform provider’s optimization problem
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becomes:
gN − w − fmin + βx
, 0} − kx2
F
gN − w − fmin + βx
s.t. V + αMD max{
, 0} − p ≥ 0
F
fmin
≥x≥0
β
max Π(p, w, x) = (p − c)N + wMD max{
p,w,x

(6)
(7)

Constraint (6) is binding at optimality. By solving the first-order conditions for w and x, we obtain
the optimal decisions for the platform provider, stated in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. Suppose fmin ≤ N (g + α). If β ≤
monopolist platform are given by:
x∗f
wf∗
p∗f
whereas if β >

"

4fmin F k
MD N (g+α) ,

"

4fmin F k
MD N (g+α) ,

then the optimal decisions for a

βMD (N (g + α) − fmin )
4F k − MD β 2
2kF (N (g − α) − fmin ) + MD N αβ 2
=
4F k − MD β 2
2kαMD (N (g + α) − fmin )
= V +
4F k − MD β 2
=

then the optimal decisions are:
x∗f
wf∗
p∗f

fmin
β
(g − α)N
=
2
MD N α(g + α)
= V +
2F
=

We note that if the fixed cost of even the most eﬃcient developers, fmin , is still much higher
than a developer’s total possible revenue N g (i.e. fmin > N (g + α)), then the platform provider
cannot profitably attract third party developers. Under that scenario, the platform fails to build
a developer ecosystem, but as long as the standalone value of the platform, V , is higher than the
production cost of the platform (V > c), the platform provider can still serve the consumer side by
setting the consumer price as V .
Next, in Lemma 2, we analyze the eﬀect of important market parameters on the optimal decisions to better understand the role of the integration investment strategy. Some of the results from
the lemma are highlighted in Table 2.
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Lemma 2. Assuming fmin < N (g + α) to ensure developer participation, the following hold:

4

i) When consumers’ utility from additional content (α) increases, integration investment and
consumer price always increase, whereas the participation fee increases if and only if MD β 2 >
2F k.
ii) If developer marginal profit per consumer (g), increases, integration investment, consumer
price, and participation fee all increase.
iii) If integration tool eﬀectiveness (β) increases, integration investment, consumer price, and
participation fee all increase.
iv) integration investment decreases with the variability in developers’ fixed costs, (F ), if and
only if f ≤ N (g + α) +

MD β 2
8k .

Consumer price and developer participation fee may decrease

or increase with F .
Lemma 2 presents interesting observations about the interplay between integration investment
and two-sided pricing decisions. In particular, integration investment may result in two-sided
pricing policies that are not seen in the extant literature, as explained in the Introduction. For
example, an increase in consumers’ utility from additional content, α, implies that consumers
now care more about developer adoption. When this is the case, the previous two-sided markets
literature suggests that the platform provider should cut the developer participation fee in order
to increase content availability (e.g., Parker and Van Alstyne 2005, Armstrong 2006). However,
we find that it may be optimal to increase the participation fee instead. This is because in our
model the platform provider has an extra lever: integration investment. Investing in integration
tool functionality and reducing the participation fee are partially substitutable actions in terms
of attracting developers. When integration investment is very eﬀective in reducing developers’
fixed costs (i.e. β is high) or there are many potential developers in the market (MD is large),
the platform provider can increase both the participation fee and consumer price in response to
increasing consumer utility from content and still have higher participation across developers and
consumers.
4

Unless otherwise stated, we use the words increasing and decreasing to refer to weakly increasing and decreasing
functions throughout the paper.
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Table 2: Comparative Statics under Monopoly
Integration Investment

Developer Fee

Consumer Price

↑

↑ or ↓

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

Consumer Utility
from Content, α
Developer Profit
Margin, g
Integration Tool Eﬀectiveness,
β

Similarly, the extant literature would suggest that an increase in developer marginal profit g
would always result in a lower consumer price. Lemma 2 (ii) shows that this is not true for a
monopolist platform in the presence of integration investment. The reason lies in the fact that an
increase in developer profit margin triggers an increase in integration investment, which is somewhat
surprising on its own. One could argue that since developers are already doing better because of the
higher marginal profit, there is less need to invest in integration tool functionality, but by increasing
the integration investment the platform provider can not only charge an even higher participation
fee but also can increase the consumer price.
We also find that when the eﬀectiveness of integration investment, β, increases, the platform
provider invests more to increase integration tool functionality. This increased investment makes
it possible to increase prices charged on both sides.
Finally, we find that if the variability in developers’ fixed cost increases, the platform provider
invests less in integration tool functionality as long as the average cost is not prohibitively high
2

Dβ
(f ≤ N (g+α)+ M8k
). This is mainly because with a smaller variance in the cost distribution, a unit

increase in integration tool functionality results in a larger increase in the developer participation
rate. Thus, the return on integration investment is higher when the variability in developers’ costs
is lower. When the average cost is very high, though, an increase in cost variability puts the
platform in a tough spot in terms of attracting developers. Thus, the platform provider is better
oﬀ increasing the integration investment to guarantee developer participation, and then rely more
on the consumer side to make money by increasing the consumer price.

3.3

The Eﬀect of Unfavorable Expectations

The analysis in Section 3.2 implicitly assumes that for a given set of decisions (p, w, x), consumers
and developers always coordinate on the equilibrium with the highest rate of participation on
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both sides. This is a common assumption in the two-sided markets literature (e.g., Parker and
Van Alstyne 2005, Rochet and Tirole 2003, Armstrong 2006); yet it does not reflect the full range
of possible demand correspondences. Indeed, if they hold unfavorable expectations (or beliefs) for
the platform, users may in practice coordinate on the equilibrium with the lowest participation
rates instead. A start-up platform would be more likely to face such unfavorable expectations
compared to an established platform. Similarly, a new entrant into a market dominated by strong
incumbents would be more likely to face unfavorable expectations. For example, the mobile application development market is dominated by Android and iOS. New entrants into this market
such as Windows Phone and Samsung’s Tizen received lukewarm reactions from the developer
community since developers did not expect these platforms to obtain a significant installed base
(Tibken 2013, VisionMobile 2014). In this section, we analyze the eﬀect of unfavorable expectations
on a platform provider’s integration and pricing strategies.
In the presence of network eﬀects, for any vector (p, w, x) of platform choices there can be multiple, self-fulfilled participation equilibria. In our model, (similar to Hagiu and Spulber 2013) the
linearity of developer benefits in consumer participation and the step function shape of consumer
benefits in developer participation narrow the possible stable equilibria to two: zero participation
and high participation. We denote the zero participation equilibrium as the “unfavorable expectations” equilibrium and the high participation equilibrium as the “favorable expectations” equilibrium. In line with the literature (Hagiu 2006, Hagiu and Spulber 2013, Caillaud and Jullien 2003),
we focus on two polar types of platforms, which are characterized by these distinct types of expectations.5
Definition 1. A platform is said to be facing unfavorable expectations (UE platform) if for a given
set of (p, w, x), consumers and developers always coordinate on the equilibrium with the lowest rate
of participation on both sides. In contrast, a platform is said to be facing favorable expectations
(FE platform) if for a given set of (p, w, x), consumers and developers always coordinate on the
equilibrium with the highest rate of participation on both sides.
Note that the type of expectations is exogenous in our model for simplicity. In practice, diﬀerent
expectations may arise from users’ uncertainty about a platform’s quality (Hagiu 2006).
5

In theory, between these extremes, there are infinitely many demand configurations. We have chosen to contrast
the two extreme cases of user expectations in order to better highlight the eﬀect of user expectations on integration
investments strategy.
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To have a chance of making positive profits, a platform facing unfavorable expectations must
set its prices so as to eliminate the unfavorable expectations equilibrium. This requires prices
to be such that an individual consumer finds it profitable to join even when he or she expects
the platform will attract no consumers. Note that in that scenario, the developer participa+βx
tion is given by MD max{ −w−fmin
, 0}; thus the platform provider has to set p such that
F
+βx
V +αMD max{ −w−fmin
, 0}−p ≥ 0. This condition should be binding at optimality. As a result,
F

there are two possible solutions to the platform’s optimization problem: Either w > −fmin + βx
or w < −fmin + βx.6 If both of these solutions are feasible, the platform chooses the one with the
highest profit.
Case 1: Consumer Attraction Strategy The first possible solution involves making the
platform attractive to consumers by setting a very low consumer price. Specifically, when w >
+βx
−fmin + βx, max{ −w−fmin
, 0} = 0, implying that consumers expect zero cross-side benefits.
F

Thus to ensure consumer participation, the platform sets the consumer price as p∗ = V ; i.e. equal
to the standalone value of the platform. With the consumer opportunity cost normalized to zero, the
entire consumer market joins the platform at this price point, despite their unfavorable expectations
about the platform. Thus, the platform provider’s optimization problem becomes
max Π(w, x) = (V − c)N + wMD
w,x

s.t.

gN − w − fmin + βx
− kx2
F

fmin
≥x≥0
β

(8)

Note that at a price of V , consumers enjoy a surplus utility as long as some developers join the
platform. Thus, this strategy is designed to attract consumers. The solution (w, x) is defined by
the following first-order conditions:
∂Π
gN − 2w − fmin + βx
= MD
=0
∂w
F
∂Π
MD wβ
=
− 2kx = 0
∂x
F

(9)
(10)

and must satisfy w > −fmin + βx to be viable. Specifically, assuming fmin ≤ N g 7 , the optimal
6

We prove under Case 1 why w = −fmin + βx would never hold.
Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we can show that when fmin ≥ N g, the platform provider does not find it
profitable to attract the developer side.
7
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decisions under this consumer attraction strategy are given by:
MD β(N g − fmin ) fmin
,
}
4kF − MD β 2
β
2F k(N g − fmin ) gN
= min{MD
,
}
4kF − MD β 2
2

x∗ue1 = min{
∗
wue1

(11)

p∗ue1 = V

To satisfy the viability condition w > −fmin + βx, the following has to hold:
#
2F k(fmin + gN )
β<
gN MD
Finally, if β >

"

4fmin F k
gN MD ,

(12)

then the unconstrained solution x exceeds the upper bound, which implies

xue1 = fmin /β.

To complete the analysis, note that w = −fmin + βx would still require setting p∗ = V but

+βx
would never be optimal. When w = −fmin + βx, max{ −w−fmin
, 0} = 0, which requires p∗ = V
F

in order to attract the consumers. But above we show that when p∗ = V , the participation fee is
strictly positive (w∗ > 0), as long as it is profitable to attract the developer side (i.e. fmin < N g).
Thus, at optimality w = −fmin + βx ≤ 0 would never hold.
Case 2: Developer Attraction Strategy In this case, w < −fmin + βx ≤ 0. Note that
this strategy is designed to attract developers since the participation fee is negative. In other
words, the platform pays developers to develop content. Similar strategies have been adopted,
for example, by smartphone operating systems that face unfavorable expectations, such as Tizen
and Windows Phone. Specifically, Microsoft reportedly paid more than $100, 000 to bring apps to
Windows Phone (Vance 2013), while Tizen by Samsung launched “Tizen App Challenge”, oﬀering
a total of $4 million to developers to create new apps for the platform (Reuters 2014). Similarly,
Google invested $10M to pay developers to create applications for Android when it first launched.
When w < −fmin + βx ≤ 0, the resulting consumer price is given by p = V + αMD (−w − fmin +
βx)/F . So, the platform’s optimization problem becomes
−w − fmin + βx
gN − w − fmin + βx
+ wMD
− kx2
F
F
gN − w − fmin + βx
s.t. V + αMD
−p≥0
(13)
F
fmin
≥x≥0
(14)
β
max Π(w, x) = (V − c)N + αN MD
w,x
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This will give the same w and x as in the favorable platform case; but the consumer price p is lower
than p∗f . Specifically, assuming fmin < N (g + α),
MD β(N (g + α) − fmin ) fmin
,
}
4F k − MD β 2
β
2kF (N (g − α) − fmin ) + MD N αβ 2 (g − α)N
= min{
,
}
4F k − MD β 2
2
gMD N α 2kMD α(N (g + α) − fmin )
N α(α − g)
= max{V −
+
, V + MD
}
2
F
4F k − MD β
2F

xue2 = min{
wue2
pue2

Note that the solution {wue2 , xue2 } is viable only if wue2 < −fmin + βxue2 ; or equivalently
#
2F k(fmin + N (g − α))
β>
gMD N
Finally, similar to the platform with favorable expectations, when β >
fmin /β.

"

4fmin F k
MD N (g+α) ,

(15)

(16)

then xue2 =

Next we develop the condition under which the UE platform should choose developer attraction
strategy over consumer attraction strategy.
Proposition 1. Assuming an interior solution to the optimization problems under both strategies, a
monopolist platform facing unfavorable expectations chooses the developer attraction strategy defined
"
F k(2fmin +N (2g−α))
in (15) if β >
and chooses the consumer attraction strategy defined in (11)
gMD N
otherwise.

When the eﬀectiveness of integration investment in cost reduction (β) is relatively high, a
monopolist platform with unfavorable expectations would prefer the developer attraction strategy
to the consumer attraction strategy. This is because the developer attraction strategy relies on
heavier investment in integration tool functionality as well as a lower participation fee compared
to the consumer attraction strategy. Note that the threshold for β is smaller if the strength of
network eﬀects (α) is higher. In other words, when consumers derive a higher benefit from the
presence of developers, the developer side is more likely to experience a reduced price. In contrast,
the threshold for β increases with developer marginal profit g (as long as N α > 2fmin ), implying
that when developers derive a higher benefit from the presence of consumers, the consumer side is
more likely to be subsidized. Note that these findings are consistent with the previous literature on
two-sided markets (e.g., Parker and Van Alstyne 2005, Armstrong 2006, Hagiu and Spulber 2013).
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Finally, note that the threshold for β is higher when the minimum possible developer fixed cost
fmin or when the range of fixed cost distribution, F , is high. This may seem counterintuitive at first
– one could think that if the average fixed cost in the developer market is higher, that would trigger
a higher integration investment, thus favoring the developer attraction strategy over the consumer
attraction strategy. However, high fixed costs imply a lower return on integration investment; that
is, when fmin or F is high, for the same investment on integration tool functionality, the platform
provider will recruit a smaller number of developers. Thus, the developer attraction strategy
becomes less eﬀective under such market conditions.
An important result in this section is that the UE platform invests less in integration tool
functionality compared to the FE platform as stated in the following proposition. The proof is
straightforward and is omitted.
Proposition 2. A monopolist platform facing unfavorable expectations invests weakly less in integration tool functionality than a platform with favorable expectations.
Even though a platform facing unfavorable expectations has a more challenging task of securing
market participation, this does not translate into a higher investment in integration tool functionality than a platform with favorable expectations. The reason is that the platform with favorable
expectations always extracts more total surplus from consumers and developers; and thus it is able
to invest more. To see this, first consider the consumer attraction strategy. For a given x, the
optimal consumer price for the FE platform is pf (x) = V +

MD α(N (g+α)−fmin +βx)
2F

whereas for the

UE platform it is V < pf (x). The resulting gap in surplus from consumers due to unfavorable
expectations is

MD α(N (g+α)−fmin +βx)
,
2F

which is increasing in x. While the optimal developer par-

ticipation fee for the FE platform wf (x) =
wue1 (x) =

gN +x−fmin
,
2

N (g−α)+x−fmin
2

is smaller than that for the UE platform

the total profit gap δ(x) specified below is increasing in x:

f
ue1
δ(x) = ND
(x)wf (x) + N pf (x) − ND
(x)wue1 (x) − N pue1 (x)

=
where ND (x) =

MD N α(N (2g + α) − 2fmin + 2xβ)
4F

gN −w(x)−fmin +βx
.
F

Thus, the FE platform extracts a higher surplus from a given x

compared to the UE platform choosing the consumer attraction strategy. That is why under this
strategy, the UE platform sets a lower level of integration tool functionality x compared to the
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FE platform. Now consider the developer attraction strategy. In this case, both the FE and the
UE platform charge the same participation fee for a given x, w(x) =

N (g−α)+x−fmin
2

and therefore

extract the same surplus from the developer side. On the consumer side, the UE platform charges a
min +βx)
min +βx)
lower price pue2 (x) = V + MD α(N (α−g)−f
< pf (x) = V + MD α(N (α+g)−f
. The resulting
2F
2F

gap in surplus caused by unfavorable expectations is δ(x) =

gMD N 2 α
.
F

Note that even though the

gap is positive, it does not depend on x: an increase in x will yield the same additional surplus for
both the F and the UE platforms. That is why under this strategy the UE platform sets exactly
the same level of integration tool functionality as the FE platform.
We see an example of lower investment by a platform facing unfavorable expectations in the case
of Tizen operating system. Tizen was developed by Samsung as an alternative to Android. The
developer community does not hold high expectations for the platform (Tibken 2013, VisionMobile
2014). Despite this big challenge to overcome, Tizen’s SDK falls short compared to that of Android
and iOS, as evaluated in the report “Developer Economics Q1 2014” by VisionMobile (VisionMobile
2014):
“Our own initial assessment of the platform in Q3 2013 indicated that the Tizen SDK
was still a long way from being ready for mainstream developer adoption, lacking the
polish and ease of use that developers now take for granted in iOS and Android SDKs.”
Similarly, when Best Buy launched its e-marketplace in 2009, it faced unfavorable expectations
from the market, especially compared to Amazon, which already had a well-developed e-marketplace
(Schroeder 2009). In line with our results, Best Buy started oﬀ with very limited integration
investment (a single API called Remix that provides access to the product catalog) as opposed to
the wide range of APIs oﬀered by Amazon Marketplace.
Note that this disparity in investment between a platform that faces favorable expectations and
one that faces unfavorable expectations may have interesting dynamic implications. A start-up or a
new entrant in the market is likely to face unfavorable expectations initially and is advised to invest
a smaller amount into integration tool functionality. As the start-up matures and gains credibility,
however, one can speculate that it should increase its investment in integration tool functionality,
since firms facing favorable expectations have a higher return on integration investment. Thus,
integration investment decisions must not only be well-coordinated with the two-sided pricing
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decisions, but also be revised dynamically if the platform’s credibility in the market changes.
Finally, to better understand changes in optimal decisions driven by unfavorable expectations,
we carry out a comparative statics analysis in Lemma 3 and compare the results to those obtained
for the FE platform in Lemma 2. Table 3 summarizes some of these results and highlights the
diﬀerences from Lemma 2 in red.
Lemma 3. Assuming fmin < N g to ensure developer participation under both developer attraction
and consumer attraction strategies, the following holds:
i) If integration tool eﬀectiveness (β) increases, integration investment, consumer price, and
participation fee increase. However, the rate of increase in integration tool functionality investment is less than the rate under favorable expectations.
ii) If developer marginal profit per consumer (g) increases, the optimal integration investment,
and participation fee increase. However, consumer price may increase or decrease.
iii) Under the developer attraction strategy, when consumers’ utility from content (α) increases,
integration investment always increases, whereas the participation fee and consumer price may
increase or decrease.
iv) Integration investment increases with the variability in developers’ fixed cost, (F ), if f ≤
gN +

MD β 2
8k

under the consumer attraction strategy, and if f ≤ N (g + α) +

MD β 2
8k

under the

developer attraction strategy. Consumer price and developer participation fee may decrease
or increase with F .
Not surprisingly, when integration investment is more eﬀective in reducing developer fixed costs,
more is invested in third party facilitation even under unfavorable expectations. However, it is
important to note that a platform increases integration investment at a higher rate under favorable
expectations than under unfavorable expectations, since it can extract a higher total surplus from
the investment.
The FE platform always increases the consumer price in response to an increase in developer
marginal profit, g. This is not necessarily true when it comes to platforms facing unfavorable
expectations. Under the consumer attraction strategy, consumer price does not depend on developer
marginal profit. Under the developer attraction strategy, consumer price would only increase if
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Table 3: Comparative Statics under Unfavorable Expectations (*)
Consumer Utility
from Content, α (**)
Developer Profit
Margin, g
Integration Tool Eﬀectiveness,
β

Integration Investment

Developer Fee

Consumer Price (***)

↑

↑ or ↓

⇑ or ⇓

↑

↑

⇑ or ⇓

↑

↑

↑

(*) Diﬀerences from favorable expectations are highlighted in red double arrows.
(**) Under the consumer attraction strategy, α does not have any eﬀect on decision variables.
(***)Applies only to the developer attraction strategy. Under the consumer attraction strategy, consumer
price is insensitive to all the parameters in the table (since p∗ = V ).

integration tool eﬀectiveness is very high (MD β 2 > 2F k). The reason is that the UE platform
has to overcome a bigger hurdle in securing participation. Only when investment in third party
integration tools is very eﬀective, can the platform aﬀord to increase consumer prices, because
only then it can secure a large enough developer participation to compensate for the increase in
price. Note that an increase in consumer price in response to increasing g would contradict the
extant literature. Thus, Lemma 3 shows that when the platform faces unfavorable expectations,
integration investment is more likely to create pricing policies in line with the extant literature.
Finally, under the developer attraction strategy, a platform under unfavorable expectations may
increase the developer participation fee in response to increased consumer utility from additional
content α, similar to a platform under favorable expectations. This happens if integration investment is very eﬀective in reducing developers’ fixed costs. However, unlike the FE platform, the UE
platform cannot always increase the consumer price in α, as the UE platform must set prices in a
way that eliminates the low participation equilibrium.

4

Competition

In this section, we study competition between two platforms building on the model concepts developed in Section 3. We assume that content developers may choose to aﬃliate with more than
one platform, or “multihome,” whereas consumers join at most one platform, or “singlehome.”
This scenario fits a number of important industries. For example, for smartphones, app developers typically release their applications on both Android and iOS (VisionMobile 2014), whereas
most consumers have access to only one of these platforms. Similarly, in the videogame industry;
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developers tend to develop for multiple consoles (Corts and Lederman 2009), but a majority of
consumers choose one console in a given generation.
Content developers decide whether or not to join a platform independently from their participation decision for the other platform (ignoring any budget constraints) because they are able to
multihome. Thus, the developer demand is derived the same way as in Section 3.

i
ND
(xi , pi , wi , NCi ) =

MD (gN NCi − fmin + βxi − wi )
F

(17)

Consumers, on the other hand, must decide which platform to join, and thus create competition
between the platforms to attract them. Depending on the consumer prices (p1 , p2 ), participation
fees (w1 , w2 ), and integration tool functionality (x1 , x2 ) set by platforms 1 and 2, platform i gets
i developers (i = 1, 2). The prospect of these market sizes plays a major role
NCi consumers and ND

in the platform choice of consumers.
In this section, we relax the assumption of homogeneous consumer market. Specifically, we
assume that consumers have diﬀerent preferences for each platform. These preferences can arise
from multiple sources that include having a library of compatible content or belonging to a community that has adopted a specific platform. In other words, keeping prices and content availability
the same, each platforms would still have a diﬀerent appeal to each consumer. Specifically, we
use a common competitive market model, Hotelling’s linear city, to capture this eﬀect. Individual
consumers have diﬀerent tastes for the platform; which are modeled as uniformly distributed along
a unit interval and the platforms are located at the opposite ends of the interval. The higher the
distance between a consumer’s location and a platform, the bigger the disutility of unmatched preferences. Let t be the “transportation cost” parameter in the Hotelling model, which represents the
degree of horizontal product diﬀerentiation between the platforms in attracting consumers. Note
that low t implies less product diﬀerentiation, and thus a higher degree of competition. Without
loss of generality, assume that Platform 1 is located at point 0 whereas Platform 2 is located at
point 1. Accordingly, the net utility from joining Platform 1 for the consumer y with taste y ∈ [0, 1]
1 − p − ty.
is U1 (y) = V + αND
1

By locating the marginal consumer who is indiﬀerent between the two platforms and using the
fact that consumers are uniformly distributed on a unit interval, the number of consumers who join
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platform i (i = 1, 2) can be calculated as
$
ui − u−i %
−i
i
NCi (xi , pi , wi , x−i , p−i , w−i , ND
, ND
) = N 1/2 +
2t

(18)

We substitute (17) into (18) to get

NCi (xi , pi , wi , x−i , p−i , w−i ) =

F (t − pi + p−i ) − MD α(gN + wi − wj − β(xi − xj ))
2(F t − gMD N α)

(19)

Accordingly, platform sponsor i’s (i = 1, 2) decision problem is as follows:
i
max Πi (xi , pi , wi ; x−i , p−i , w−i ) = (pi − c)NCi + rND
− kx2i ;

xi ,pi ,wi

s.t.

fmin
≥ xi ≥ 0.
β

(20)

We assume that platforms enter the market simultaneously such that both platforms make their
decisions without observing the competitor’s decisions. The resulting equilibrium is symmetric with
both platforms setting the integration tool functionality level, price and participation fee specified
in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. Suppose fmin ≤ N (g + α)/2 and c ≤ V +

gMD N α
2F

+

MD k(g+α)(N (g+α)−2fmin )
4F k−MD β 2

− 3t/2

to ensure developer participation and consumer side market coverage, respectively. Then, in a
symmetric duopoly with developers multihoming and consumers singlehoming, the platforms choose
the following integration tool functionality and price levels.
xC
pC
wC

MD β(N (g + α) − 2fmin )
2(4F k − MD β 2 )
gMD N α gkMD (N (g + α) − 2fmin
= c+t−
−
2F
4F k − MD β 2
2
N α(MD β − 2F k) + 2F k(N g − 2fmin )
=
2(4F k − MD β 2 )
=

The integration investment chosen at equilibrium in a symmetric duopoly is qualitatively similar
to the choice of a monopolist: It increases with consumers’ utility from content α, integration tool
eﬀectiveness β, and developer marginal profit g. Table 4 summarizes these results. The pricing
decisions of a duopolist, however, present some interesting diﬀerences from those of a monopolist.
One distinction, for example, lies in the response to an increase in developer marginal profit, g.
Corollary 1. In a symmetric duopoly with developers multihoming and consumers singlehoming, when developer marginal profit, g, increases, platforms reduce consumer price p, whereas a
monopolist platform with favorable expectations always increases the price.
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A monopolist platform can increase the consumer price in response to increasing developer
marginal profit g. With the additional tool of third party facilitation, the monopolist platform is
able to attract more consumers simply by attracting more developers to the market. However, as
shown in Corollary 1, this is not possible in a symmetric duopoly due to competitive pressures,
even though the competing platforms also increase their integration investment in response to
an increase in developer marginal profit, g. Note that the cross-side subsidy rule would indeed
suggest a reduction in consumer price when developer profit margin increases. Thus, the fact that
a competing platform always reduces the consumer price with an increase in g is in line with the
previous literature. In other words, Corollary 1 shows that integration investment is less likely
to create pricing policies that contradict the cross-side subsidy rule if the platform operates in a
competitive market.
Table 4: Comparative Statics in a Symmetric Duopoly (*)
Consumer Utility
from Content, α
Developer Profit
Margin, g
Integration Tool Eﬀectiveness,
β

Integration Investment

Developer Fee

Consumer Price

↑

↑ or ↓

⇓

↑

↑

⇓

↑

↑

⇓

(*) Diﬀerences from monopoly are highlighted in red double arrows.

Corollary 2. In a symmetric duopoly with developers multi-homing and consumers singlehoming,
when consumers’ utility from additional content, α, increases, platforms reduce consumer price p,
whereas a monopolist platform with favorable expectations increases the consumer price.
Another diﬀerence from the monopoly model is that consumer price actually goes down when
consumers’ utility from content (α) increases as highlighted in Corollary 2. To understand this, first
note that in response to an increase in consumers’ utility from content, the monopolist increases
its integration investment at a faster rate compared to the duopolist (since the former has a higher
surplus from integration investment compared to the latter) and if the participation fee is reduced,
the monopolist again reduces it more than the duopolist. In other words, when α increases, competing platforms fail to ramp up developer participation as much as a monopolist would do. Thus,
they engage in a price war to stay competitive in attracting the consumers. The result is a reduced
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consumer price.
Corollary 3. In a symmetric duopoly with developers multi-homing and consumers singlehoming,
when integration tool eﬀectiveness, β, increases, platforms reduce consumer price p, whereas a
monopolist platform with favorable expectations increases the consumer price.
Interestingly, an increase in integration tool eﬀectiveness, β, also results in a lower consumer
price when symmetric platforms compete. This is again due to platforms engaging in a price war
to stay competitive in attracting the consumers. With higher integration tool eﬀectiveness, the
platforms increase their integration investment and are able to charge a higher developer participation fee. This potential upside in profitability allows them to reduce consumer price in an eﬀort
to secure a higher share of the consumer market.
Finally, similar to the monopoly case, expectations from the extant literature may not hold
when consumers’ utility from content, α, increases. Specifically, the participation fee w increases
when consumers’ utility from content, α increases as long as MD β 2 > 2F k. This is again due to
the partial substitutability of integration investment and participation fee reduction.

4.1

Asymmetric Platforms

In this section, we extend the analysis to asymmetric platforms. When platforms are diﬀerentiated,
we observe richer market segmentation scenarios. However, the model quickly becomes intractable;
thus we resort to numerical analysis to gain insights. Figure 2 illustrates an example with two
platforms that have diﬀerent costs for providing integration tool functionality (k) and diﬀerent
standalone values (V ). The disparity between integration tool capabilities may stem from previous
experience in providing and managing these tools, from having a better software development
team, or from having a more amenable platform architecture. For example, one of the reasons
Myspace failed to keep up with Facebook was its arcane architecture that was based on .N ET ,
which contributed to its inability to rely on third party developers for features or other content.
As David Siminoﬀ of the dating website JDate puts it (Gillette 2011):
“Using .NET is like Fred Flintstone building a database. The flexibility is minimal. It
is hated by the developer community.”
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While Facebook reaped the benefits of opening its platform to outside developers, Myspace
ended up doing everything itself, as explained by Chris DeWolfe, co-founder of Myspace (Gillette
2011):
“ We tried to create every feature in the world and said, ‘O.K., we can do it, why should
we let a third party do it?’ ”
Intuitively, the platform with higher integration capabilities has an advantageous position in
attracting developers all else being equal. Similarly, the platform with higher standalone value has
an advantage in attracting consumers. Suppose Platform 1 has a higher integration capability but
a lower standalone value than Platform 2. We analyze which platform is the market leader under
diﬀerent parameter settings. The horizontal axis on Figure 2 represents consumers’ utility from
additional content (α), while the vertical axis represents integration tool eﬀectiveness in reducing
developers’ fixed costs (β).
In the absence of integration investment as an additional lever, Platform 1 would never gain
a bigger market share on both sides of the market. However, Figure 2 illustrates that Platform 1
is the market leader when α and β are very high; that is, when consumers highly value content
availability and when integration tools are very eﬀective in reducing developer costs. This is
because, in markets with high α, content availability becomes the key. Since Platform 1 can aﬀord
to provide more integration tool functionality, it has an edge in such cases as long as integration
investment is eﬀective enough. For moderate-to-high values of α and β, we observe that Platform
1 gets a bigger share of the developer market due to its advantage in providing integration tool
functionality, whereas Platform 2 gets a bigger share of the consumer market due to its higher
standalone value. Finally, for low-to-moderate values of α and β, Platform 2 is the market leader,
since Platform 1’s higher integration capability does not give him an edge in these market settings.
On the top right panel, developers’ profit margin is higher compared to the base setting on
the left. With higher profit margins, more developers are likely to join the platform for a given
integration investment level; thus, all else being equal, the return on integration investment is
higher. As a result, we observe that the platform with better integration capabilities (Platform 1)
becomes the market leader for a wider range of parameter values.
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Notes. k1 = 2.8, k2 = 6, V1 = 1.16, V2 = 1.2, MD = 2, N = 1, t = 0.75, g=1, fmin = 0.5,
F = 5, c = 0.05. On the top right panel g = 1.4, on the bottom panel t = 0.5.

Figure 2: An example of market segmentation in a duopoly with multihoming developers and
singlehoming consumers
Finally, on the bottom panel, the degree of product diﬀerentiation is lower compared to the base
case, implying more intense competition to attract consumers – a situation that puts Platform 1 at
a disadvantage since the standalone value it oﬀers is lower than that of Platform 2. Even though
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the parameter region in which Platform 1 is the market leader does not change between the top left
and the bottom panels, the region where Platform 1 wins only the developer side is significantly
smaller on the bottom panel. This is because if Platform 1 has a hard time attracting consumers,
it will also have a hard time attracting developers. Indeed, Platform 1 is able to secure a bigger
share of the developer market only when integration tool eﬀectiveness is very high.

5

Extension: Incorporating Developer Content Quality

In the base model, we assume that the quality of content is the same across the developer community
and thus consumers gain the same utility from each additional content regardless of the developer
who provides it. In practice, though, content quality varies. For example, among the million
applications in Google Play Store, some provide many user-friendly features, while some are not
useful. Likewise, some applications operate smoothly, while some suﬀer from bugs that hinder
functionality. In this section, we extend the monopoly model by incorporating the heterogeneity in
content quality in order to see how the average quality in the developer market aﬀects a platform’s
integration investment strategy 8 .
For simplicity, we assume that there are two types of developers: those who produce high quality
content (i.e. high-type) and those who produce low quality content (i.e. low-type). Specifically, a
fraction ρ of the developer market is high-type and the remaining 1−ρ is low-type. We assume that
consumers enjoy a higher utility from high quality content (αqH ) compared to their utility from
low quality content (αqL ). We normalize high-type’s quality qH to 1 whereas low-type’s quality
is qL < 1. We assume high (low) types charge gH (gL ) where gH ≥ gL and that with these price
points, the consumers would purchase all the content developed by both types. The modified utility
function for consumers is given by:
H
L
U = V + αND
+ αqL ND
−p
H is the number of high-types that join the platform and N L is the number of low-types
where ND
D

that join the platform. Finally, the profit function for the two types of developers are given by
H
πD
= gH NG − w − (f˜H − βx)

8

L
πD
= gL NG − w − (f˜L − βx)

We obtain similar results (qualitatively) when we extend the duopoly model in Section 4 instead. The analysis
is available from the first author upon request.
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where f˜H (f˜L ) represent the fixed cost distribution for the high-type (low-type) developers respectively. Note that developers are heterogeneous not only in terms of the quality of content they
provide but also in terms of their fixed costs. We analyze two versions of this problem. In the
first version, we assume that high quality content is on average more expensive to develop (e.g.,
requiring more man-hours, or higher technological investment). In the second version, we assume
that high-type content developers are the more experienced developers. Thus they not only develop
higher quality content but also are able to do it in fewer man-hours.

5.1

High-Type Developers with Higher Costs

In this version, we assume that high-type developers’ fixed cost is on average higher than that
of the low-types. This would be true for example in the video-game industry where games with
superior graphics are also more expensive to develop. In line with this argument, we assume
that high-types’ fixed cost is uniformly distributed in [f − F/2, f + F/2] whereas low-types’ is in
[f qL − F/2, f qL + F/2]. Note that while the minimum and the maximum possible fixed cost for the
low-types are lower than those for the high-types, the variance of the cost distribution is the same.
We analyze this problem for a monopolist facing favorable expectations. By solving the first-order
conditions, we obtain the following optimal integration tool functionality level:
$
%
M
β
N
(ρ(g
+
α)
+
(1
−
ρ)(αq
+
g
))
−
f
(ρ(1
−
q
)
+
q
)
+ F/2 f qL − F/2
D
H
L
L
L
L
x∗ex1 = min{
,
}(21)
2
4F k − MD β
β
Lemma 5 demonstrates that integration tool functionality investment increases with the average
quality in the developer market as long as consumer utility from content is suﬃciently high.
Lemma 5. The following holds for a monopolist platform:
• Optimal integration investment increases with the fraction of high-type developers in the market, ρ, if α ≥ f /N .
• Optimal integration investment increases in the quality of the low-type developers, qL , if and
only if α ≥ f /N .
For platforms, an increase in the average quality in the developer market would typically mean
that more developers are likely to make a profit, and thus would be willing to join even with limited
availability of third-party development tools. So, in the absence of network externalities, one could
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argue that optimal integration investment would go down with the average quality in the developer
market. However, we see that this intuition does not generally hold when cross-side network eﬀects
come into the picture. This is mainly because of the fact that high-type developers attract more
consumers to the platform. Accordingly, when the fraction of high-types in the market increases,
the platform provider obtains a bigger surplus from the integration investment as long as consumer
utility from additional high quality content, α, is high enough. This higher surplus triggers higher
investment in integration tool functionality. Similarly, if the low-type’s quality qL increases, lowtype developers are able to attract more consumers; thus the platform provider can aﬀord to invest
more in integration tool functionality. Note that if consumers’ utility from content is relatively
small (α < f /N ), then integration investment decreases with an increase in qL . The reason is, a
higher qL increases the average cost of low-type developers without suﬃciently increasing consumer
utility when α is small enough.

5.2

Low-Type Developers with Higher Costs

In this version we assume that high-type developers are on average more eﬃcient than the lowtypes. This would generally be true when we compare professional application developers with
hobbyists: hobbyists tend to produce applications with fewer features in more man-hours while
professional developers tend to produce better applications more eﬃciently.
We assume that high-type’s fixed cost is uniformly distributed in [fmin , fmin + F ] while lowtype’s is in [fmin /qL , fmin /qL + F ] where fmin = f − F/2. The resulting optimal integration tool
functionality level is given by:
$
%
MD β − f (1 − ρ(1 − qL )) + F/2 + N (ρ(gH − gL + (1 − qL )α) + qL α + gL ) f qL − F/2
∗
xex2 = min{
,
}(22)
4F k − MD β 2
β
Similar to Section 5.1, we see that the optimal integration investment increases in the fraction of
high-type developers in the market, and the quality of the low-types. For example, a significant
number of app developers that prioritise Android are hobbyists because of lower barriers to entry
compared to iOS (VisionMobile 2014). Our results would imply that Android should invest less
in integration tool functionality compared to iOS since its potential developer market has a larger
fraction of “low-type” developers.
Lemma 6. The following holds for a monopolist platform:
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• Optimal integration investment always increases with the fraction of high-type developers in
the market, ρ.
• Optimal integration investment increases in the quality of the low-type developers, qL , if and
only if α ≥

fρ
N (1−ρ) .

When high-types are also more eﬃcient, the surplus from integration investment increases even
faster with an increase in the fraction of high-type developers in the market. Thus, the optimal
integration tool functionality level always increases with ρ. Note that this result is stronger than
that in Lemma 5 because it holds even if f > N α and gL > gH qL as long as gL < gH . The
result for the eﬀect of qL is akin to the analogous result in Lemma 5: If the low-type’s quality qL
increases, then low-type developers are able to attract more consumers; thus the platform provider
can aﬀord to invest more in integration tool functionality, on the condition that consumer utility
from additional high quality content, α is high enough (α ≥

fρ
N (1−ρ) ).

To summarize, in this extension we find that higher average quality in the developer market
(i.e. higher percentage of high-type developers or higher relative quality of low-types) typically
triggers a larger integration investment, under the assumption that both types have uniform fixed
cost distributions with the same variance. This is mainly because higher average quality attracts
more consumers to the platform, thus the platform provider tends to obtain a bigger surplus from
the integration investment. One exception comes from markets that exhibit low consumer utility
from content. If consumers’ utility from content is relatively low, an increase in the quality of the
low-types increases the average cost of low-type developers without suﬃciently increasing consumer
utility. Thus, the return on integration investment goes down, which triggers a lower integration
investment.

6

Discussion and Limitations

It is well known in the product development literature that investment in integration tools that
reduce the costs of third-party content developers and provide a more seamless user experience decisively influences the success of products in the market place (Iansiti 1998). Information platforms
(e.g., eBay, Google, Facebook, Nintendo, Android, etc.) are no exception. Some integration tools,
particularly APIs, have been used to create thousands of applications. So much so that more than
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half of the traﬃc to major platforms like Twitter and eBay come through APIs (Woods 2011), and
now API as a business strategy has become part of the platform vocabulary (Jacobson, Brail and
Woods 2011). Platforms that fail to invest in such integration tools, such as the majority of current
electronic healthcare records platforms, deter complementary content application development by
third-parties (Lim and Anderson 2016). Integration investment will almost certainly impact the
success of the growing IoT because of IoT’s dependence on third-party developers. Yet a formal
analysis of investment in integration tools by platforms remains, to the best of our knowledge,
absent in the literature.
The key insight from our study is that investment into tools that facilitate content development
is not only of crucial importance, but must be well-coordinated with pricing decisions to both sides
of the market in order to obtain the maximum benefit. Moreover, the possibility for integration
investment may create regimes that depart from traditional results in the platform literature.
Specifically, the standard result obtained from strengthening the network benefit to one side of the
market is to increase the price charged by the platform to that side, and reduce the price charged to
the opposite side. However, our results suggest that under many market conditions, prices to both
sides of the market should optimally increase. For example, when consumer utility from content
goes up, it may be optimal to increase the developer participation fee in addition to increasing the
consumer price. The reason underlying this and many other non-standard results is that investing
in integration tools and reducing developer participation fees are partially substitutable actions in
terms of attracting developers. There is an important distinction between the two levers, though.
Integration investment is a fixed cost that does not increase as more developers join. In contrast,
reducing participation fees is akin to a variable cost, since the burden increases with the number
of developers joining the platform. Thus, the decision to increase integration investment versus
to reduce developer participation fees is not entirely comparable. Guidance around how to trade
these decisions oﬀ is critical to both senior managers who must make the decisions and investors
who must evaluate these decisions.
Investing in integration tools is crucial to creating a developer ecosystem, yet must be timed
appropriately. One could think that a start-up platform, or a platform that enters a new industry,
would especially benefit from securing developer participation, and thus should make a significant
integration investment. While this is partially true, our results suggest that a platform facing
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unfavorable expectations in the market, such as would be typical of a market entrant, should invest
less in integration compared with a platform facing favorable expectations, such as an established
incumbent. This is because a platform that faces unfavorable expectations obtains a lower total
surplus from integration investment due to its inability to set high prices like the one that faces
favorable expectations. We see such an example with Tizen, the operating system developed by
Samsung. Even though Tizen faced unfavorable expectations from the developer market and could
benefit from a well-regarded API program (Tibken 2013, VisionMobile 2014), its investment into
API functionality was small compared to Android or iOS (VisionMobile 2014). We see a similar
example with Best Buy, who faced unfavorable expectations relative to Amazon Marketplace. Note
that this result has dynamic implications in the sense that while a start-up or a new entrant in the
market should start with a relatively low level of investment in integration capabilities, it may be
optimal to increase that level over time if the platform succeeds to build a strong reputation.
Our study also highlights the role of integration investment under competition. Specifically,
we illustrate that a platform that oﬀers a lower core value to consumers than its competitor may
become the market leader if it better facilitates third party content development. This happens in a
market in which integration investment is very eﬀective in reducing developer fixed costs, consumers
highly value content availability, and the developer profit margin is high. As discussed in Section
4.1, better integration investment indeed played a role in Facebook’s victory over Myspace, as the
latter had an arcane site architecture “hated by the developer community” (Gillette 2011).
Finally, quality heterogeneity in the developer market also aﬀects the level of integration investment. Our analysis in Section 5 shows that the relation between content quality and developers’
fixed cost distribution plays a critical role in determining the eﬀect of quality heterogeneity on the
optimal integration investment. For example, under regimes of at least moderately high utility
from third party content, optimal integration investment can increase with the percentage of high
quality developers in the market.
To summarize, our results suggest that higher levels of integration investment become optimal
if the platform has a strong reputation in the market, has access to a “high-quality” developer
community and operates in a market where developers earn a high profit margin creating content
that is highly valued by the consumer market. Further, the possibility of integration investment
may push markets into diﬀerent regimes than those that have been observed under the standard
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results from the platform literature.
The study of platform integration investment has numerous policy implications. For example, one reason that the current generation of electronic healthcare record systems has became so
widespread was because of the “meaningful use” section of the Aﬀordable Care Act of 2010, which
mandated electronic health record systems be installed beginning in 2011-12. Unfortunately, the
current systems are highly non-modular (Glaser, Halvorson, Ford, Heﬀner and Kastor 2007) and
do not facilitate large developer communities. Because of switching costs and network eﬀects, the
current generation is likely to maintain market share, delaying the hoped-for revolution in patient
electronic record interchange and accessibility. This suggests the importance of avoiding premature
lock-in of IoT platforms because of their dependence on third party content development. Instead,
legislation that encourages the formation of common, developer-friendly integration tools and other
standards in desirable markets may be desirable in the presence of multiple new entrants or high
competition to encourage ecosystem development. Moreover, because many third-party developers, such as light-switch manufacturers with razor-thin margins, do not have extensive resources to
invest in adapting to fully take advantage of even a single platform, it may behoove the government
to directly invest in tax credits for integration investment under certain regimes. Finally, as others
have noted, competition authorities may wish to tread lightly in emerging platform markets lest
they prevent platforms from achieving favorable expectations and thus reducing welfare enhancing
platform integration investments.
There are a number of limitations to our study. Throughout the paper, we assume that developers pay a participation fee to join the platform. In many industries, however, developers pay a
per-transaction royalty to the platform provider instead of, or in addition to, participation fees. The
major results in this paper still hold qualitatively if the platform providers collect royalties instead
of participation fees. Specifically, for the monopolist platform, the optimal integration investment
level stays the same under the two pricing regimes. Similar interplay between integration investment
and pricing decisions also obtains. For example, the optimal royalty may increase with consumers’
utility from content, because of the additional lever provided by the integration investment. More
importantly, we can show that if the monopolist faced unfavorable expectations, it would still invest
less in integration tools compared with a platform that faces favorable expectations. The diﬀerence under the royalty pricing regime is that the platform with unfavorable expectations always
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adopts the equivalent of the consumer attraction strategy.9 Finally, under competition, the model
becomes intractable if we replace the participation fee with royalties. A preliminary numerical
analysis suggests that the directionality of comparative statics remain qualitatively the same. A
more comprehensive analysis is left as future research.
In our model of multihoming developers, we make a simplifying assumption that developers do
not experience decreasing fixed cost when transplanting content to a diﬀerent platform. Although
this simplification is done for mathematical convenience, spreading fixed costs across both platforms
does not change our results qualitatively. When platforms are symmetric, a developer who develops
for one platform also develops for the other. Thus, if developers experience decreasing fixed cost
when they multihome, in eﬀect their overall fixed cost is reduced. This reduction would change
the optimum levels of the decision variables, but it does not change the structure of the optimum
strategy for integration investment.
Finally, we consider a single-period model. Future work might analyze the interplay between
integration investment and pricing in a dynamic framework as suggested by our analysis of favorable
versus unfavorable expectations. For example, an initial investment in integration may enable
the platforms to charge higher prices in multiple periods, which would create a stronger case for
investing in the integration investment to facilitate third-party developer participation.
9

The details of this analysis are available upon request.
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Appendix of Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. We solve for the optimal decisions (x, w) by taking the respective first order
conditions. Assuming positive developer participation, the first order condition with respect to w
is given by:
∂Π
(g − α)N − 2w − fmin + βx
= MD
=0
∂w
F

(23)

where fmin = f − F/2. At optimality, the following holds:
wf (x) =

(g − α)N − fmin + βx
2

(24)

We first solve for the unconstrained solution, xf . The optimal solution x∗f will be given by x∗f =
max{min{xf , fmin
β }, 0}. The first order condition with respect to x is:
MD β(αN + w)
− 2kxf = 0
F

(25)

Solving the first order conditions simultaneously yields:
xf

=

wf

=

MD β(N (g + α) − fmin )
4F k − MD β 2
2kF (N (g − α) − fmin ) + MD N αβ 2
4F k − MD β 2

(26)
(27)

where fmin = f −F/2. To ensure xf ≥ 0, fmin = f −F/2 ≤ N (g+α) has to hold. If fmin > N (g+α),
then xf = 0. In that case,
wf (x = 0) =

(g − α)N − fmin
<0
2

(28)

But this developer subsidy is not enough to attract developers because ND (x = 0) = MD (−fmin +
N (g + α))/2F < 0. Thus, if fmin > N (g + α), then the firm should only serve the consumer side of
the market. Specifically, assuming V > c the firm charges consumers V , in which case all consumers
join the platform despite zero participation from the developer side.
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Note that when integration tool eﬀectiveness for cost reduction β satisfies β ≤

"

4fmin F k
MD N (g+α) ,

then the optimal integration tool functionality x∗f trivially satisfies the upper limit constraint. If
"
min F k
β > M4f
, the platform provider chooses the highest possible integration tool functionality
D N (g+α)
level given by x∗f = fmin /β. For the latter, the resulting wf∗ and p∗f can easily be calculated as
(g−α)N
2

and V +

MD N α(g+α)
,
2F

respectively.

Finally, for the second order conditions we need
∂2Π
= −2MD /F < 0
∂w2
∂2Π
= −2k < 0
∂x2

(29)
(30)

which are trivially satisfied. We also need the determinant of the Hessian to be positive.
Hessian=

&

−2MD /F
MD β/F

Det[Hessian] = MD

MD β/F
−2k

'

4F k − MD β 2
F2

(31)
!

Thus, throughout the section, we assume that 4F k − MD β 2 > 0.
Proof of Lemma 2. First, note that we assume N (g + α) − fmin ≥ 0 to ensure developer
participation and 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0 to satisfy the second order conditions, where fmin = f − F/2.
Also, note that integration investment level given by kx2f is an increasing function of integration
tool functionality xf ; thus, any parameter change that aﬀects the optimal level of functionality
aﬀects the optimal investment in the same direction.
i) We first analyze the change in the optimal participation fee wf∗ in response to an increase in
α. It suﬃces to check the sign of the following derivative.
∂wf∗
∂α

=

N (MD β 2 − 2F k)
4F k − MD β 2

Under the assumption 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0, if MD β 2 ≥ 2F k, then the participation fee wf∗
increases with α. It is straightforward to see that the optimal integration tool functionality
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level x∗f and the consumer price p∗f always increases with α:
∂x∗f
∂α
∂p∗f
∂α

=
=

MD N β
4F k − MD β 2
2kMD (N (g + 2α) − fmin )
4F k − MD β 2

ii) Under the assumption 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0, the following derivatives are trivially positive.
∂wf∗
∂g
∂x∗f
∂g
∂p∗f
∂g

=
=
=

2F kN
4F k − MD β 2
MD N β
4F k − MD β 2
2kMD N α
4F k − MD β 2

iii) Under the assumptions 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0 and N (g + α) − fmin ≥ 0, the following derivatives
are trivially positive, concluding the proof.
∂x∗f

=

∂β
∂wf∗

=

∂β
∂p∗f

=

∂β

MD (N (g + α) − fmin )(4F k + MD β 2 )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2
4F kMD β(N (g + α) − fmin )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2
2 αβ(N (g + α) − f
4kMD
min )
2
2
(4F k − MD β )

iv) Recall that developers’ fixed cost is uniformly distributed in [f − F/2, f + F/2]; thus, F
determines the variance of the distribution. It is easy to see that
f ≤ N (g + α) +

MD β 2
8k .

∂x∗f
∂F
Similarly,

∂p∗f
∂F

∂x∗f
∂F

= −

≤ 0 if and only if

MD β(8k(N (g + α) − f ) + MD β 2 )
2(4F k − MD β 2 )2

≤ 0 if and only if f ≤ N (g + α) +

MD β 2
8k

as can be seen from the following

derivative:

∂p∗f
∂F

= −

MD αk(8k(N (g + α) − f ) + MD β 2 )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2

Finally,
∂wf∗
∂F

= −

F k(4F k − MD β 2 ) − 2kMD β 2 (N (g + α) − a + F/2)
(4F k − MD β 2 )2
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which implies that developer participation fee increases in F if and only if F k(4F k −MD β 2 ) ≥
2kMD β 2 (N (g + α) − a + F/2). Note that 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0 in order to satisfy the second order
conditions, and N (g + α) − a + F/2 ≥ 0 to ensure developer participation. Thus, developer
participation fee may indeed decrease or increase with respect to changes in the variability in
fixed cost distribution.
!

Proof of Lemma 3. First, note that we assume N g − fmin ≥ 0 to ensure developer participation
and 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0 to satisfy the second order conditions, where fmin = f − F/2.
i) It is straightforward to see that under both strategies, the decision variables weakly increase
with β. Specifically, under the developer attraction strategy:
∂x∗ue2
∂β
∗
∂wue2
∂β
∂p∗ue2
∂β

=
=
=

MD (N (g + α) − fmin )(4F k + MD β 2 )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2
4F kMD β(N (g + α) − fmin )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2
2 αβ(N (g + α) − f
4kMD
min )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2

Under the consumer attraction strategy:
∂x∗ue1
∂β
∗
∂wue1
∂β
∂p∗ue1
∂β
Note that

∂x∗f
∂β

=

∂x∗ue2
∂β

and

∂x∗f
∂β

=
=

MD (N g − fmin )(4F k + MD β 2 )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2
4F kMD β(N g − fmin )
(4F k − MD β 2 )2

= 0
−

∂x∗ue1
∂β

=

MD N α(4F k+MD β 2 )
(4F k−MD β 2 )2

> 0, indicating that the UE

platform increases its integration tool functionality at a slower rate than the FE platform
when β increases.
ii) Under the consumer attraction strategy,
∗
∂wue1
∂g
∂x∗ue1
∂g
∂p∗ue1
∂g

=
=

2F kN
4F k − MD β 2
MD N β
4F k − MD β 2

= 0
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Trivially, all the decision variables are weakly increasing in g. Under the developer attraction
strategy:
∗
∂wue2
∂g
∂x∗ue2
∂g
∂p∗ue2
∂g

2F kN
4F k − MD β 2
MD N β
=
4F k − MD β 2
MD β 2 − 2F k
= MD N α
4F k − MD β 2
=

The first two are trivially positive. However, the consumer price increases in g only if and
only if MD β 2 − 2F k ≥ 0.
iii) Under the consumer attraction strategy, none of the decision variables depend on α. Under
the developer attraction strategy:
∗
∂wue2
∂α
∂x∗ue2
∂α
∂p∗ue2
∂α

N (MD β 2 − 2F k)
4F k − MD β 2
MD N β
=
4F k − MD β 2
gMD N β 2 − 2F k(fmin + N (g − 2α))
= MD
F (4F k − MD β 2 )
=

∗
It is easy to see that wue2
increases with α if MD β 2 ≥ 2F k and decreases with α otherwise.

Similarly, the consumer price increases with α if gMD N β 2 − 2F k(fmin + N (g − 2α)) ≥ 0 and
decreases with α otherwise.
iv) Under the consumer attraction strategy:
∂x∗ue1
∂F

= −

MD β(8k(N g − f ) + MD β 2 )
2(4F k − MD β 2 )2

which is clearly negative when f ≤ gN +

MD β 2
8k .

Under the developer attraction strategy,

xue2 = xf , thus the sign of the derivative will be the same as given in Lemma 2(iv).
Under the consumer attraction strategy,
∗
∂wue1
∂F

= −

F k(4F k − MD β 2 ) − 2kMD β 2 (N g − a + F/2)
(4F k − MD β 2 )2

which implies that developer participation fee increases in F if and only if F k(4F k −MD β 2 ) ≥
2kMD β 2 (N g − a + F/2). Note that 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0 in order to satisfy the second order
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conditions, and N g − a + F/2 ≥ 0 to ensure developer participation. Thus, developer participation fee may indeed decrease or increase with respect to changes in the variability in fixed
cost distribution. The result under the developer attraction strategy can be proven similarly.
Finally, under the consumer attraction strategy, p = V ; thus consumer price does not depend
on F . Under the developer attraction strategy,
∂p∗ue2
∂F

=

2 N β4
MD α(8F 2 k 2 (f + N (g − α)) − F kMD β 2 (F + 8gN ) + gMD
2
2
2
F (4F k − MD β )

which, clearly, can be positive or negative.
!

Proof of Proposition 1. We compare the profits under the two strategies, assuming an interior
solution; that is the unconstrained optima xue1 and xue2 satisfy 0 < xue1 < fmin /β and 0 < xue2 <
fmin /β.
ΠU F 1 − ΠU F 2

$
%
MD N α F k(2fmin − αN ) + gN (2F k − MD β 2 )
=
F (4F k − MD β 2 )

(32)

where fmin = f − F/2. Given the assumption 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0, Strategy 1 yields a higher profit if
#
F k(2fmin + 2gN − N α))
β<
(33)
gMD N
Note that if (33) holds (i.e. Strategy 1 gives a higher profit), the viability condition for Strategy
"
"
F k(2fmin +2gN −N α))
min +2gN )
1 (which is β < F k(2fgM
)
is
automatically
satisfied.
Similarly,
if
β
≥
gMD N
DN
(i.e.
"

Strategy 2 gives a higher profit), the viability condition for Strategy 2 (which is β >

F k(2fmin +2gN −2N α
),
gMD N

!

concluding the proof.

Proof of Lemma 4. At equilibrium, {x∗1 , x∗2 , p∗1 , p∗2 , w1∗ , w2∗ } satisfy the following first order conditions
∂Π1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(x , p , w ; x , p , w ) =
∂x1 1 1 1 2 2 2
∂Π1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(x , p , w ; x , p , w ) =
∂w1 1 1 1 2 2 2
∂Π2 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(x , p , w ; x , p , w ) =
∂p2 1 1 1 2 2 2
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∂Π1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(x , p , w ; x , p , w ) =
∂p1 1 1 1 2 2 2
∂Π2 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(x , p , w ; x , p , w ) =
∂x2 1 1 1 2 2 2
∂Π2 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
(x , p , w ; x , p , w ) = 0
∂w2 1 1 1 2 2 2

(34)

∗ , given in Lemma 4. To ensure optimality,
By solving (34) simultaneously, we obtain x∗C , p∗C , and wC

second order conditions require the Hessian to be negative definite. That is, the first leading
principal minor (LPM) has to be negative, the second LPM has to be positive, and the third LPM
has to be negative.
F irst LP M =

Second LP M

( 2
(∂ Π
( 2
= ( ∂∂x
2Π
( ∂p∂x
= N

∂2Π
= −2k < 0
∂x2
(

∂2Π (
∂x∂p (
∂ 2 Π ((
∂p2

2 α2 β 2
8F k(F t − gMD N α) − N MD
>0
4(F t − gMD N α)2

A necessary but not suﬃcient condition to satisfy this requirement is
F t − gMD N α > 0

T hird LP M

( ∂2Π
( 2
( ∂x
( ∂2Π
= ( ∂p∂x
( ∂2Π
(

∂w∂x

= MD N

∂2Π
∂x∂p
∂2Π
∂p2
∂2Π
∂w∂p

(35)

(

∂2Π (
∂x∂w (
∂2Π (
∂p∂w ((
∂2Π (
∂w2

(2F t − gMD N α)(MD β 2 − 4F k) + F kMD N (g + α)2
<0
2F (F t − gMD N α)2

The first term in the numerator is positive by (35), and the third term is trivially positive. Thus,
to satisfy the requirement the following must hold:
4F k − MD β 2 > 0

(36)

Finally, to ensure market coverage on the consumer side, the utility of consumer located at NCi = 1/2
should be nonnegative. In other words, c ≤ V +

gMD N α
2F

+

MD k(g+α)(N (g+α)−2fmin )
4F k−MD β 2

− 3t/2, where

fmin = f − F/2. Similarly, to ensure developer participation, we assume fmin ≤ N (g + α)/2.

!

Proof of Corollary 1. Note that we assume fmin = f − F/2 < N (g + α)/2 to ensure developer
participation and 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0 to satisfy second order conditions. Under these assumptions,
the following derivative is trivially negative, proving that consumer price p∗C decreases with g.
∂p∗C
MD N α MD k(N (2g + α) − 2fmin )
=−
−
∂g
2F
4F k − MD β 2
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In Lemma 2, we have shown that p∗f always increases with g, concluding the proof.

!

Proof of Corollary 2. Note that we assume 4F k−MD β 2 ≥ 0 to satisfy second order conditions.
Under this assumption, the following derivative is trivially negative, proving that consumer price
p∗C decreases with α.
∂p∗C
gMD N
gMD kN
=−
−
∂α
2F
4F k − MD β 2
In Lemma 2, we have shown that p∗f always increases with α, concluding the proof.

!

Proof of Corollary 3. Note that we assume fmin = f − F/2 < N (g + α)/2 to ensure developer
participation. Under this assumption, the following derivative is trivially negative, proving that
consumer price p∗C decreases with β.
2 k(N (g + α) − 2f + F )
∂p∗C
2gMD
=−
∂β
(4F k − MD β 2 )2

In Lemma 2, we have shown that p∗f always increases with β, concluding the proof.

!

Proof of Lemma 5. It suﬃces to check the signs of the following derivatives
∂x∗ex1
∂ρ
∂x∗ex1
∂qL

=
=

MD β(N (gH − gL ) + (N α − f )(1 − qL ))
4F k − MD β 2
MD β(N α − f )(1 − ρ))
4F k − MD β 2

which are trivially positive if f ≤ N α under the assumptions gH ≥ gL and 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0.

!

Proof of Lemma 6. It suﬃces to check the signs of the following derivatives
∂x∗ex2
∂ρ
∂x∗ex2
∂qL

=
=

MD β(N (gH − gL ) + (N α + f )(1 − qL ))
4F k − MD β 2
MD β(N α(1 − ρ) − f ρ)(1 − qL )
4F k − MD β 2

The first is always positive under the assumptions gH ≥ gL and 4F k − MD β 2 ≥ 0. The second is
positive if and only if α ≥

!

fρ
N (1−ρ) .
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